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THE GOAL OF THE CURRENT STUDY WAS TO

explore outstanding questions in the field of timbre per-
ception and cognition—specifically, whether memory
for timbre is better in trained musicians or in nonmusi-
cians, whether short-term timbre recognition is invariant
to pitch differences, and whether timbre dissimilarity
influences timbre recognition performance. Four experi-
ments examined short-term recognition of musical tim-
bre using a serial recognition task in which listeners
indicated whether the orders of the timbres of two sub-
sequently presented sound sequences were identical or
not. Experiment 1 revealed significant effects of sequence
length on recognition accuracy and an interaction of
music training and pitch variability: musicians per-
formed better for variable-pitch sequences, but did not
differ from nonmusicians with constant-pitch sequences.
Experiment 2 yielded a significant effect of pitch vari-
ability for musicians when pitch patterns varied between
standard and comparison sequences. Experiment 3 high-
lighted the impact of the timbral dissimilarity of
swapped sounds and indicated a recency effect in timbre
recognition. Experiment 4 confirmed the importance of
the dissimilarity of the swap, but did not yield any per-
tinent role of timbral heterogeneity of the sequence. Fur-
ther analyses confirmed the strong correlation of the
timbral dissimilarity of swapped sounds with response
behavior, accounting for around 90% of the variance in
response choices across all four experiments. These
results extend findings regarding the impact of music
training and pitch variability from the literature on tim-
bre perception to the domain of short-term memory and
demonstrate the mnemonic importance of timbre simi-
larity relations among sounds in sequences. The role of
the factors of music training, pitch variability, and tim-
bral similarity in music listening is discussed.
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T HE 20TH CENTURY HAS WITNESSED A

flourishing of interest in the manipulation of
timbre by means of music composition and

music technology. In fact, there are a variety of musical
styles for which sequences of timbres act as the primary
conveyors of musical information. Apart from abundant
examples in popular and non-Western music (Nattiez,
2007), a popular example from 20th-century art music is
the so-called Klangfarbenmelodie (‘‘timbre melody’’),
featuring timbral configurations that are sculpted over
time (Erickson, 1975). Around the beginning of the last
century, the composer Arnold Schoenberg famously con-
jectured, ‘‘Tone-color melodies (Klangfarbenmelodien)!
How acute the senses that would be able to perceive
them! How high the development of spirit that could
find pleasure in such subtle things! In such a domain,
who dares ask for theory!’’ (Schoenberg, 1911/1978,
p. 422). Schoenberg’s statement is prophetic in the sense
that despite a long history of research on timbre—at
least dating back to von Helmholtz (1877/1954)—we
only have a coarse understanding of the cognitive pro-
cessing of timbral structures in musical contexts until
today. Most empirical work has focused on the ‘‘royal
couple’’ of music theory; that is, pitch and duration.
Timbral structures, omnipresent and decisive in most
contemporary (popular or art) music, are hardly cap-
tured by the theoretical network spun by mainstream
music cognition research.

Timbre is here understood as an umbrella term
(Siedenburg & McAdams, 2017a) that primarily con-
cerns the bundle of perceptual attributes that lends
tones a sense of ‘‘color’’ or ‘‘shape’’ and identity (Handel,
1995). It encompasses continuous perceptual qualities
of sounds such as brightness, sharpness of attack, spec-
trotemporal irregularity, roughness, and noisiness in
addition to auditory features specific to certain instru-
ments. The perceptual structure of timbre has been
modeled by multidimensional scaling (MDS) of pair-
wise dissimilarity judgments, yielding spatial configu-
rations of timbres (cf. McAdams, 2013, for a review).
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McAdams, Winsberg, Donnadieu, De Soete, and
Krimphoff (1995) found spectral, temporal, and, to
a lesser extent, spectrotemporal properties of tones to
be the major acoustic correlates of the resulting timbre
space (for a recent review, see Siedenburg, Fujinaga, &
McAdams, 2016).

McAdams and Goodchild (2017) have formulated
a taxonomy of timbral contrasts that occur frequently
in the orchestral repertoire. Important contrast types
include antiphonal alternation of instrument groups
(‘‘call and response’’), timbral echoing in which repeated
musical phrases appear with different orchestrations,
and timbral shifts in which musical materials are reit-
erated with varying orchestrations. In order to appre-
hend any of these contrast types, listeners must track
timbral changes over time. Here we report on a series of
four experiments that probe a cognitive process foun-
dational for timbre’s function in musical contexts: the
capacity to recognize and match timbre sequences from
short-term memory (STM). Formally, we define STM as
the cognitive faculty responsible for the retention of
sensory and categorical information over spans in the
range of seconds (Jonides et al., 2008). In music listen-
ing, short-term sequence recognition is at the founda-
tion of the cognitive sequencing of musical timbre,
including the parsing and integration of musical events
into phrase structures and eventually the experience of
musical form (McAdams, 1989). Outside the lab, how-
ever, timbral contrast does not occur in isolation, but
mostly covaries with other parameters, such as pitch or
loudness. A central goal of the current study thus is to
clarify whether timbre pattern recognition is robust to
concurrent variation in pitch. Given that timbre recog-
nition may seem to be a specialist domain (at least in
Schoenberg’s eyes one century ago), we were also inter-
ested in whether performance would differ across
groups of trained musicians and nonmusicians who
do not have any experience in playing or analyzing
music. Finally, we also wished to study the role of timbre
dissimilarity relations in STM in order to investigate
how timbre’s perceptual topology affects timbre
sequence recognition.

TIMBRE RECOGNITION IN THE LITERATURE

Empirical research on short-term memory for timbre is
a rather recent endeavor, and selected studies have
started to address basic issues with regards to the func-
tion and structure of short-term memory for timbre.
Investigating the domain-specificity of memory for tim-
bre, Schulze and Tillmann (2013) compared the recog-
nition of sequences with five and six sounds differing in
timbre or pitch with that of sequences of words. They

used a serial recognition task that required listeners to
assess whether two subsequently presented sequences of
sounds were in the same order or not. They observed
that, contrary to words and pitches, there was no effect
of length for sequences of sounds differing in timbre.
The authors interpreted this finding as an indication
that timbre is stored via sensory representations, which
in contrast to words and pitches may not engage motor-
based rehearsal mechanisms. Siedenburg, Mativetsky,
and McAdams (2016) explored auditory and verbal
STM in a case study of a North Indian style of drum-
ming that incorporates vocalizations of drum sounds
(a type of timbre solfège for drumming). They observed
strong effects of sequence structure on serial recognition
accuracy, but could not find a principled advantage for
verbal compared to instrumental sounds. The only
advantage for verbal sounds occurred for sequential
structures that participants were familiar with.

Using electrophysiology to study STM for timbre,
Nolden et al. (2013) recorded EEG during a serial rec-
ognition task. In a control condition without memory
load, participants ignored the standard sequence and
merely judged a property of the last tone of the com-
parison sequence. Differences in event-related poten-
tials (ERP) between control and memory conditions
were found during the retention interval, and the higher
the memory load, the stronger was the ERP negativity.
Similar findings have been reported by Alunni-
Menichini et al. (2014), who demonstrated that the
same ERP component robustly indexes STM capacity.
These results indicate that the retention of timbre
requires an active, attention-dependent form of STM.

THE ROLE OF CONCURRENT PITCH VARIABILITY

Concurrent variability in pitch adds another source of
complexity to studying STM for timbre. Most studies on
the perceptual interaction of pitch and timbre proces-
sing are based on pairwise discrimination with only
short retention times below 1 s. Providing a groundwork
for many later studies on interactions of auditory
dimensions, Melara and Marks (1990) used speeded
classification of stimuli varying in pitch and timbre with
either independent or correlated changes along the two
dimensions. Participants were asked to discriminate
stimuli only along one dimension. Reaction times were
slower when changes in attended and unattended attri-
butes were independent, but faster when both dimen-
sions were correlated. This was interpreted as evidence
for integral processing of the two auditory attributes,
conceptualized as a cross-talk between ‘‘higher-level
channels’’ responsible for the computation of the per-
ceptual attributes pitch and timbre. These findings were
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replicated for nonmusicians and musicians (Krumhansl
& Iverson, 1992; Pitt, 1994), and recently by Caruso and
Balaban (2014), showing that the greater a concurrent
change in pitch, the harder it was to correctly discrim-
inate timbre. Further extending this line of work, Allen
and Oxenham (2014) measured difference limens for
musicians and nonmusicians using stimuli with concur-
rent random variations along the nonattended dimen-
sion. Ensuring that the experimental units of timbre and
pitch were of the same perceptual magnitude, they
found symmetric mutual interference of pitch and tim-
bre in the discrimination task. Musicians yielded higher
discrimination overall, but there was no interaction of
musicianship and auditory parameter (pitch/timbre)
that would have pointed to a structural difference in the
processing of these two attributes.

More specifically probing STM, Starr and Pitt (1997)
used an interpolated tone paradigm (cf., Deutsch, 1970)
that required participants to match a standard and
a comparison stimulus, separated by a 5-s interval with
intervening distractor tones. Their first experiment
demonstrated an effect of timbre similarity without
marked differences in performance between musicians
and nonmusicians. Using a mixed group of participants,
they further tested whether pitch variability in the inter-
ference tones affected timbre matching, which turned
out not to be the case. Thus, the reliable perceptual
interaction of timbre and pitch in discrimination tasks
(as reviewed above) appeared to vanish in the domain of
STM. Based on this rather incongruent set of findings,
we conclude that further research is required to inves-
tigate how STM for timbre is affected by pitch variabil-
ity, and whether other factors such as music training
could play a role in this context.

MUSIC TRAINING

Musicians are well known to have superior memory for
pitch (see, e.g., Schulze, Zysset, Mueller, Friederici, &
Koelsch, 2011), and therefore musicians might be less
likely to confuse variation in pitch and timbre in mem-
ory tasks. More generally, this issue relates to an open
question in timbre research, namely whether music
training affects timbre processing. So far, no systematic
differences between musicians and nonmusicians have
been found in experiments on the perception of timbral
dissimilarity (Alluri & Toiviainen, 2012; Kendall, Car-
terette, & Hajda, 1999; Lakatos, 2000; McAdams et al.,
1995). As mentioned above, Starr and Pitt (1997) also
did not find differences between groups. On the other
hand, Chartrand and Belin (2006) reported that musi-
cians possess superior discrimination abilities for vocal
and instrumental timbres. Specifically investigating

short-term recognition, Siedenburg and McAdams
(2017b) recently demonstrated that musicians more
accurately retained the timbre of sounds across short
retention times (2 and 6 s) compared to nonmusicians,
independent of whether familiar or unfamiliar sounds
were presented. Additional evidence for enhanced tim-
bre processing in musicians is accrued by several neuro-
physiological studies (Pantev, Roberts, Schulz, Engelien,
& Ross, 2001; Shahin, Roberts, Chau, Trainor, & Miller,
2008; Strait, Chan, Ashley, & Kraus, 2012). The impact
of music training on timbre cognition and STM for
timbre thus remains an open question.

SIMILARITY

Similarity effects are ubiquitous in verbal and visual
STM (e.g., Baddeley, 2012; Sekuler & Kahana, 2007):
despite being perceptually discriminable, similar items
are more frequently confused in memory compared to
dissimilar ones. When it comes to memory for timbre,
however, only a few studies have taken into account the
role of similarity. Starr and Pitt (1997) had participants
match synthesized harmonic complexes differing in
brightness in the presence of interfering tones in the
retention interval. They observed that both musicians
and nonmusicians performed with greater accuracy
when the timbre of the distractor tones was dissimilar
to the target timbre, an effect that was robust over dis-
tractors with varying pitch. Golubock and Janata (2013)
tested recognition performance of isolated tones for a set
of synthesized electronic sounds (varing along the
dimensions of spectral centroid, attack time, and spec-
tral variability over time) along with a perceptually more
diverse set of sounds from a commercial synthesizer.
They observed a significantly greater working memory
capacity for the latter set, which suggests that acoustic
diversity (proportional to the pairwise perceptual simi-
larity between items in a test set) enhances recognition,
which could point to an underlying similarity effect.

Studying commonalities of auditory and visual STM,
Visscher, Kaplan, Kahana, and Sekuler (2007) used
amplitude-modulated sinusoid complexes in audition
and Gabor patches in vision in an item-recognition task:
lists (i.e., sequences) of items followed by probe items
were presented and participants indicated whether the
probe was part of the previous list or not (‘‘old’’ vs.
‘‘new’’). The obtained recognition accuracy exhibited
similar patterns across domains and salient effects of
probe-to-list similarity as well as sequence homogeneity
were observed. Specifically, it was shown that on ‘‘new’’
trials, an increase in heterogeneity yields a decrease of
‘‘new’’ responses independent of probe-list similarity
(cf., Kahana & Sekuler, 2002; Viswanathan, Perl,
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Visscher, Kahana, & Sekuler, 2010). These findings were
confirmed and reinterpreted as an adaptive shift of par-
ticipants’ response criteria by Nosofsky and Kantner
(2006): the more homogeneous a list is, the more likely
a participant is to respond ‘‘old.’’ On the other hand,
testing timbre recognition specifically with an item-
recognition task, Siedenburg and McAdams (2017b)
observed a positive correlation of response choices with
the average (summed) timbre dissimilarities of the
probe to the list, but no correlation of response behavior
with sequence homogeneity was found. To our knowl-
edge, no study has yet tested effects of homogeneity (or
its inverse, heterogeneity) in serial recognition. More
generally, although the literature suggests that timbral
similarity could well play a role in serial recognition of
timbre, it is as yet unclear how this aspect would man-
ifest itself in a sequential context.

THE PRESENT STUDY

Whereas many studies that use pairwise discrimination
have found interactive processing and interference,
a study using a task that more strongly tapped into STM
found non-congruent results (Starr & Pitt, 1997).
Therefore, the first central goal of this study was to
investigate the robustness of timbre-sequence recogni-
tion to interference by concurrent variability in pitch.
Experiment 1 included a factor of pitch variability that
compared timbre recognition on sequences with con-
stant and variable-pitch. Because a factor of sequence
length would allow us to draw a connection to other
recent timbre memory studies that used serial recogni-
tion tasks (Nolden et al., 2013; Schulze & Tillmann,
2013), we tested sequences with four to six items. In
order to better understand the role of music training
in timbre perception and cognition, we tested a group
of musicians and nonmusicians. Experiment 2 followed
up on the impact of pitch variability and tested a group
of musicians on a subset of trials from Experiment 1 in
conjunction with a more complex structuring of pitch
patterns. Regarding the variable of timbre similarity,
Starr and Pitt (1997) found similarity-based interfer-
ence in an interpolated tone task, and Siedenburg and
McAdams (2017b) underlined the importance of list-to-
probe similarity in an item-recognition task. However, it
is unclear whether similarity among items plays a role in
serial recognition of easily discriminable timbres when
only the order of items may change. Therefore, Exper-
iment 3 examined the effect of varying the timbral
similarity of the swapped pair of sounds. Finally, Exper-
iment 4 was conceived to explore the impact of an
additional facet of similarity, namely the timbral hetero-
geneity within sequences.

Experiment 1: Group, Length, and Pitch Variability

The experiment used a serial recognition task to test
groups of musicians and nonmusicians on the within-
subject factors of sequence length (4, 5, 6 tones), and
concurrent pitch variability (constant vs. variable
pitch). We expected lower performance for longer
sequences, as well as for sequences with variable pitch.
We also expected musicians to generally outperform
nonmusicians.

METHOD

The research reported in this manuscript was carried
out according to the principles expressed in the Decla-
ration of Helsinki, and the Research Ethics Board II of
McGill University has reviewed and certified this study
for ethical compliance (certificate #67-0905).

Participants. Sixty listeners participated in the exper-
iment. These consisted of 30 music students, recruited
from a mailing list of the Schulich School of Music at
McGill University, and 30 nonmusicians (required not
to have more than a year of experience in playing
a musical instrument, nor any musical instruction after
elementary school) who were recruited via web-based,
classified advertisements. Musicians had an average age
of 23 years (SD ¼ 4.4, range: 19–33), included 19 male
participants, and featured an average of 14 years of
instrumental training (SD ¼ 5.2) and 4 years (SD ¼
2.8) of formal music-theoretical instruction or ear
training. Nonmusicians were on average 25 years old
(SD ¼ 7.2, range: 19–50), included 25 female partici-
pants, had an average of 0.3 years (SD¼ 0.66) of instru-
mental instruction and an average of 1.1 (SD ¼ 1.74)
years of music instruction in elementary school and no
further formal music training from there on. In this and
the following experiments, participants reported normal
hearing, which was confirmed by conducting a standard
pure-tone audiogram measured right before the main
experiment (ISO 398-8, 2004; Martin & Champlin,
2000). They were required to have hearing thresholds
of 20 dB HL or better, assessed at octave spaced frequen-
cies from 125 to 8000 Hz.

Stimuli. The same stimuli were used as in McAdams
et al. (1995) based on FM-synthesized sounds (Yamaha
DX7, Yamaha Corp., Shizuoka, Japan) created by Wes-
sel, Bristow, and Settel (1987), to some extent emulating
instruments from the classical orchestra. All sounds
were synthesized at pitch E�4 (fundamental frequency
of 311 Hz) and had been perceptually normalized with
regards to loudness and duration in the original study.
We used this particular set of sounds because it not only
had been perceptually normalized in pitch and
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loudness, but also allowed us to make use of its extant
timbre dissimilarity data. These had been collected
through pairwise timbre dissimilarity judgments of
sounds on a 1–9 rating scale, collected from 98 partici-
pants. We were thus able to construct timbre sequences
with varying degrees of inter-item similarity (see
Experiments 3–4). From the 18 sounds, we selected
a diverse subset of eight sounds, featuring sounds from
four instruments with impulsive excitation (plucked,
struck) and four with continuous excitation (blown,
bowed). The selected instruments were electronic emu-
lations of the bassoon, clarinet, guitar, harpsichord,
horn, piano, trumpet, and vibraphone.

The original sounds contained subtle hiss noise,
which was removed by using a state-of-the-art audio
noise removal algorithm (Siedenburg & Dörfler, 2013)
implemented in MATLAB version R2013a (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). In order to construct
sequences with variable pitch height, and given that the
original synthesizer was no longer available to us, we
created transposed versions of plus/minus one whole
tone using the audio-editing software AudioSculpt
(IRCAM, Paris, France). As confirmed informally by
several expert listeners, no audible artifacts were intro-
duced by noise removal or transposition. Sounds were
then cropped to a duration of 500 ms using a linear fade
out from 480–500 ms. Note that similarity relations
could have been affected by this truncation in minor
ways. Further note that timbre dissimilarity relations
and timbral identity can be assumed to remain stable
for pitch transpositions that are below one octave
(Handel & Erickson, 2001; Marozeau, de Cheveigné,
McAdams, & Winsberg, 2003; Steele & Williams,
2006). More specifically, Zacharakis, Pastiadis, and
Reiss (2015, p. 411) showed that digital pitch shifting
by two semitones has negligible effects on timbre
dissimilarity, as indicated by almost coinciding posi-
tions of original and transposed tones in MDS-based
timbre spaces.

Between any two sounds in a sequence, there was
a silent interval of 20 ms. Sequences contained 4, 5, or
6 items with 520-ms interonset interval (IOI), similar to
the design used by Schulze and Tillmann (2013). Tone
sequences had constant or varying pitch. There were
180 sequences in total with 30 sequences per length �
pitch condition. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the two
different pitch conditions used in Experiments 1 and 2.

Comparison sequences followed the standard after
a silent interval of 3 s and were generated either by using
the identical sequence or by swapping the last and third-
to-last items. One might suspect that the fixed position
of swaps (which subjects were not aware of) could lead

to an optimization of listening strategy. This aspect is
further addressed by varying the position of swap in
Experiment 3. In each condition, 50% of the compari-
son sequences were identical, and 50% were different
from the standard sequence.

Pitches were drawn from the set D�4, E�4, and F4, and
pitch patterns were created by interleaving two random
permutations of that set and truncating according to the
length of 4, 5, or 6 items. For instance, given the per-
mutations (D�4, E�4, F4) and (F4, E�4, D�4) and a five-
item sequence, this would yield the pitches (D�4, F4, E�4,
E�4, F4). This ensured that any third-to-last and last
tone would have different pitches (i.e., that the same
two pitches would not occur in the positions at which
the swapped timbres were located). For any given trial,
the same pitch pattern was used for standard and com-
parison sequences.

Apparatus. All four experiments took place in a dou-
ble-walled sound-isolation chamber (IAC Acoustics,
Bronx, NY). Stimuli were presented on Sennheiser
HD280Pro headphones (Sennheiser Electronics GmBH,
Wedemark, Germany) using a Macintosh computer
with digital-to-analog conversion on a Grace Design
m904 (Grace Design, Boulder, CO) monitor system.
The output level was 67 dB SPL on average (range:
58–75 dB) as measured with a Brüel & Kjær Type
2205 sound-level meter (A-weighting) with a Brüel &
Kjær Type 4153 artificial ear to which the headphones
were coupled (Brüel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark). The
experimental interface and data collection were realized
with the audio software Max/MSP (Cycling 74, San
Francisco, CA).

Variable pitch (Exp. 1)

Variable pitch (Exp. 2)

Timbre

Constant pitch

3 secStandard Comparison

A B E D CB C D EA

FIGURE 1. Schematic of pitch variability in Experiments 1 and 2 for an

exemplary 5-item sequence. Although pitch sequences are identical for

standard and comparison in Experiment 1, they differ in Experiment 2.

Experiments 3 and 4 only used constant-pitch sequences.
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Procedure. There was one between-subjects factor of
music training and two within-subject factors: pitch
variability and sequence length. Trials were split into
two blocks corresponding to the constant-pitch and
variable-pitch conditions. The order of the presentation
of the blocks was counterbalanced across participants.
The order of sequences within blocks was fully random-
ized. After having completed the audiogram, partici-
pants read through the experimental instructions and
completed a set of six training trials, not part of the
main experiment. They were instructed that if there was
a pitch change during the sequence, only the order of
the sounds (timbres) might or might not change, but
not the order of the pitches and that they could ignore
pitch. The first three training trials were from the
constant-pitch condition, in order to ensure that parti-
cipants understood that they should focus on timbre.
The latter three training trials were from the variable-
pitch condition. Feedback on response correctness was
provided for training trials, and potential questions
could be clarified with the experimenter. Participants
could listen to the sequences as often as they wished.

In the main experiment, participants listened to the
standard sequence, followed by 3 s of silence and the
comparison sequence, and then gave their response by
clicking on the appropriate button (same/different). They
subsequently provided an assessment of their level of
confidence. Participants could then proceed to the next
trial. In contrast to the training, no feedback was pro-
vided and no repetition of the stimulus was possible.
After finishing the first experimental block, which took
around 20 min, they were asked to take a break for 5
min. Having finished both blocks, participants filled out
a questionnaire concerning their musical background.
Overall, the experiment lasted around 50 min for which
participants received a compensation of $10 CAD.

Data analysis. As the dependent measure of recogni-
tion performance of all experiments, we calculated the
area under the empirical receiver-operating characteristic
(ROC) curves for each participant in each condition.
Empirical ROCs were computed by combining the
same/different responses and confidence ratings (Mac-
millan & Creelman, 2005, Chapter 3). This measure is
monotonically related to the sensitivity index d’ but does
not assume any specific distribution of the sensory obser-
vations. It ranges between .5 (chance level) and 1 (perfect
score) and equals the proportion correct in a four-
interval same/different (4IAX, or dual-pair comparison)
task (Micheyl & Dai, 2008). Here and in all following
analyses, no violations of sphericity were observed
(Mauchly’s test). We report original p values in post hoc
comparisons, but compare them against the Bonferroni-
corrected a-level to account for multiple comparisons.

RESULTS

Grand averages for musicians and nonmusicians were
M ¼ .77 and M ¼ .71, respectively. Mean scores were
monotonically decreasing with sequence length (M ¼
.78, .77, .66). Musicians’ average scores were almost
identical across pitch conditions (both M ¼ .77 after
rounding), but nonmusicians’ performance was higher for
constant-pitch (M ¼ .72) compared to variable-pitch
sequences (M¼ .69). Figure 2 depicts all condition means.

Employing a mixed Group (2) � Pitch Variability (2)
� Length (3) ANOVA yielded an effect of experimental
group, F(1, 58) ¼ 6.38, p¼ .01, hp

2 ¼ .10. There was no
main effect of pitch variability, F(1, 58) ¼ 2.69, p ¼ .11,
but a strong effect of sequence length, F(2, 116)¼ 81.22
p < .001, hp

2 ¼ .58. Post hoc comparisons revealed that
performance was not significantly different for
sequences of length 4 and 5, t(59) ¼ 0.99, p ¼ .32, but
scores were higher for lengths 4 and 5 compared to 6,
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FIGURE 2. Experiment 1: Recognition performance for the factors of sequence length and pitch variability for groups of musicians (A) and

nonmusicians (B). Error bars represent (within-subject) 95% confidence intervals.
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t(59) > 9.72, p < .001. There was a marginally significant
interaction between group and pitch variability, F(1,
58)¼ 3.05, p¼ .09, hp

2¼ .05. It was due to significantly
lower accuracy of nonmusicians compared to musicians
in the variable-pitch condition, two-sample t(58) ¼
2.96, p ¼ .004 < acrit ¼ .0125, but no significant differ-
ences between groups in the constant-pitch condition,
two-sample t(58) ¼ 1.69, p ¼ .095. There were no
within-subject differences across pitch variability for
musicians, paired t(29) ¼ .08, p > .10, but marginal dif-
ferences for the group of nonmusicians, paired t(29) ¼
2.22, p ¼ .03 > acrit ¼ .0125.

DISCUSSION

The experiment revealed that multiple factors play into
timbre sequence recognition. Performance decreased
with sequence length, in line with results from Nolden
et al. (2013), but directly contrasting the null result of
Schulze and Tillmann (2013). Whereas in the latter
study no differences in recognition accuracy between
timbre sequences of length 5 and 6 were observed, the
current experiment obtained a strong effect.

The current results further touch on the role of music
training and its relation to concurrent pitch variability
in timbre sequence recognition. Because performance
differed only marginally between musicians and non-
musicians in the constant-pitch condition, the signifi-
cant main effect of music training was at least partially
driven by the relatively strong decrease of nonmusicians’
performance in the variable-pitch condition. This obser-
vation suggests that the musician advantage in timbre
recognition might be not very marked as far as timbre is
concerned in isolation. However, as soon as concurrent
pitch variability enters the picture—requiring listeners to
disentangle pitch and timbre in short-term memory—
musicians exhibit clearly better memory fidelity than
nonmusicians.

In this context, it should be acknowledged that our set
of three pitches (D�4, E�4, F4) was very small (although
it comprises some of the most frequently occurring
musical intervals, see e.g., Huron, 2006, Chapter 5).
Drawing from larger pitch sets may have created stron-
ger effects, also for musicians. Given the size of the pitch
set, the question yet remains whether there are situa-
tions in which musicians show impaired timbre recog-
nition due to interference by pitch. For instance, if pitch
patterns changed across standard and comparison
sequences, would musicians’ timbre matching accuracy
still be unaffected? This question was considered next,
using an experiment specifically designed for musicians
with an even harder variable-pitch condition than
Experiment 1.

Experiment 2: Length and Pitch Variability

To further explore the effect of concurrent variation in
pitch on memory for timbre sequences in musicians,
we presented distinct pitch patterns for standard and
comparison sequences and compared this condition to a
constant-pitch baseline. As in Experiment 1, sequences
of lengths 4, 5, and 6 were presented. With the more
complex type of pitch variability, we now expected
musicians to show lower performance in the variable
pitch condition.

METHOD

Participants. Twenty-two normal-hearing musicians
were recruited over mailing lists of the Schulich School
of Music at McGill University. None of them had par-
ticipated in the previous experiment. Based on pilot
data, we presumed that a smaller number of partici-
pants (reduced by around one fourth compared to
Experiment 1) would suffice for this experiment. The
group had a mean age of 26 years (SD ¼ 7.6, range:
19–51), included 8 females, and featured an average of
18 years (SD ¼ 7.8) of instrumental training and
5 years (SD ¼ 3.4) of formal music-theoretical instruc-
tion or ear training.

Stimuli. There were 60 constant-pitch sequences
(E�4) and 60 variable-pitch sequences, both resulting
from 20 sequences at each of the three lengths 4, 5, and
6. These 20 sequences per length condition were
obtained from a subset of ten sequences from Experi-
ment 1 that were here presented once with identical
and once with non-identical comparison sequences
with a swap of the last and third-to-last items. The
variable-pitch condition was constructed as follows:
As in Experiment 1, the pitch set D�, E�, F was used and
two random permutations of these three pitches were
interleaved. Contrary to Experiment 1, we now used
different pitch patterns for the standard and compari-
son sequences. We did not allow pairs of standard and
comparison sequences P1

S, . . . , PL
S and P1

C, . . . , PL
C, to

have pitch progressions that paralleled the potential
swap of last and third-to-last timbres, i.e., we dis-
carded pairs for which both PL-2

S ¼ PL
C and PL

S ¼
PL-2

C. Finally, in order to enhance the contrast
between standard and comparison, we selected pairs
of pitch sequences that had a fairly high edit distance
(or ‘‘Levenshtein Distance,’’ LD), which measures the
minimum number of single-item edits (insertion, dele-
tion, substitution) needed to transform one sequence
into another. To transform ‘‘123’’ into ‘‘321,’’ for
instance, one requires at least two replacements, yield-
ing an LD of two. We selected standard-comparison
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pairs of six items, whose LD equaled five (n being the
maximum LD for sequences of length n), before trun-
cating pitch templates to the appropriate length of four
to six items.

Procedure. The experiment featured the within-
subject factors of length (4, 5, 6) and pitch variability
(constant, variable). Each condition contained 20
sequences with 50% identical and 50% nonidentical
trials, yielding 120 trials overall. The two levels of the
pitch factor were presented in two blocks and their
order was counterbalanced across participants. Other-
wise, the procedure was identical to Experiment 1.

RESULTS

Overall performance was greater for constant-pitch (M¼
.85) compared to variable-pitch sequences (M¼ .78) and
decreased monotonically with length (M ¼ .85, .83, .77).
Moreover, the difference across pitch conditions was
most pronounced for five-tone sequences. Figure 3 dis-
plays all condition means.

A within-subject Pitch Variability (2) � Length (3)
ANOVA confirmed significant main effects of pitch,
F(1, 21) ¼ 12.75, p ¼ .002, hp

2 ¼ .38, and length,
F(2, 42) ¼ 12.78, p < .001, hp

2 ¼ .38. Post hoc tests
showed that the effect of length was due to significant
differences of length 6 from lengths 4 and 5, paired
t(21) > 3.48 p < .002, whereas the difference between
lengths 4 and 5 did not reach significance, t(21)¼ 1.47,
p ¼ .15.

The effect of pitch was qualified by an interaction
between pitch and length, F(2, 42) ¼ 4.72, p ¼ .014,
hp

2 ¼ .18, which was due to only insignificant differ-
ences across pitch condition for 4- and 6-item
sequences, paired t(21) < 2.02, p > .056, but signifi-
cant differences for sequences of length 5, t(21) ¼
5.43, p < .001.

DISCUSSION

Testing a group of musicians, the experiment replicated
the main effect of length from Experiment 1. The order
of the timbres of six sounds was significantly harder to
match compared to four or five sounds. We further
observed a significant main effect of pitch variability
by using a variable condition with distinct pitch pat-
terns for standard and comparison sequences. Here the
accuracy of the musician participants was lower for
sequences with variable pitch compared to the
constant-pitch baseline.

The interaction between pitch and length complicates
the interpretation of the effect of pitch, because the
effect appears to be partially driven by differences across
pitch conditions for five-tone sequences. Because the
construction of sequences was identical across lengths,
there is no straight-forward explanation for this circum-
stance. Nonetheless, this observation indicates that con-
stant pitch sequences with five tones appear to be
particularly sensitive test items, because the addition
of another tone or the addition of pitch variability
yielded drastic drops in performance.

Comparing the constant-pitch condition of Experi-
ment 2 to the corresponding trials in Experiment 1,
musicians in Experiment 1 tended to score lower
(M ¼ .80) compared to the musicians in Experiment
2 (M ¼ .85), t(50) ¼ �1.98, p ¼ .054. We did not find
any biographical factors related to music training that
accounted for this trend. This difference in perfor-
mance across experiments implies that the main effect
of music training in Experiment 1 would have been
much stronger with the population of musicians from
Experiment 2. More generally, these findings suggest
that well-trained musicians—music students/profes-
sionals with a mean age of 26 years and a mean of 18
years of instrumental instruction—are not immune to
cross-channel interference by pitch in STM for timbre,
if pitch patterns vary across the timbre patterns to be
matched (i.e., if pitch patterns evolve over time). Note
that in the simpler scenario of Experiment 1 with pitch
patterns fixed across standard and comparison
sequences, there was only interference for nonmusi-
cians, but not for musicians. We thus conclude that
both musical expertise and the complexity of the con-
current pitch pattern affect listeners’ memory fidelity
for timbre sequences.

Experiment 3: Similarity and Position

The third experiment was designed to specifically
explore the potential role of timbre similarity relations
between the tones that were swapped. We expected
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FIGURE 3. Experiment 2: Performance of musician participants for the

factors sequence length and pitch variability. Error bars: 95% CI.
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better accuracy for swaps with more dissimilar pairs.
The length of sequences was held fixed with four tones.
We further included a factor that varied the serial posi-
tion of the swap, which allowed us to observe whether
similarity effects could be specific to certain serial posi-
tions and which would additionally provide some con-
text for the swap at one fixed position in the previous
two experiments. In contrast to the factor of pitch var-
iability in Experiment 1, we did not assume the dissim-
ilarity factor to differentially affect musicians compared
to nonmusicans. Therefore, only groups of musicians
were tested in Experiments 3 and 4.

METHOD

Participants. Twenty-two normal-hearing musicians
(9 female) with an average age of 24 years (SD ¼ 4.3,
range: 19–36) participated. They had received an
average of 15 years (SD ¼ 4.9) of instrumental training
and 4 years (SD ¼ 2.9) of formal music-theoretical
instruction including ear training. None of the listen-
ers had participated in either of the two previous
experiments.

Stimuli. This experiment used the same tones as
before, held at constant pitch, and concatenated to
sequences of length 4. Four different swap positions
were employed: 1 & 2, 2 & 3, 3 & 4, 2 & 4.

For the swap, we used each of the (7 � 8)/2 ¼ 28
possible pairs, given our set of eight sounds. The timbral
dissimilarity of swap (TDS) of the pairs was given by the
raw mean dissimilarity ratings (on a scale from 1–9)
taken from McAdams et al. (1995). The TDS factor
partitioned the full range of TDS as obtained from the
28 pairings described above into a lower and upper half,
such that the factor’s first level comprised the 14 swaps
of low TDS, and the second comprised the 14 pairs with
high TDS values.

The remaining two items per sequence were chosen
randomly without replacement from the resulting set of
sounds. A set of sequences was constructed by utilizing
each pair of items A-B in both orders (e.g., C-A-B-D
and C-B-A-D), yielding 2 (order) � 28 (pairs) � 4
(position of swap) ¼ 224 sequences in total. In every
condition, half of the sequences were presented with
identical and half with nonidentical comparison
sequences.

Procedure. This experiment featured a within-subject
design with factors of swap position (4 levels) and tim-
bral dissimilarity of swap (TDS, 2 levels). The 224 trials
were presented in fully randomized order, partitioned
into two blocks of around 22 min duration each. Oth-
erwise, the procedure was identical to the previous
experiments.

RESULTS

Performance was worse for low TDS (M ¼ .81) com-
pared to high TDS (M ¼ .89), in accordance with the
hypothesized role of dissimilarity. The four different
positions of swaps (1 & 2, 2 & 3, 3 & 4, and 2 & 4)
yielded averages of M ¼ .83, .81, .87, and .90, respec-
tively. This means that performance was particularly
good for swaps that included the last serial position.
Figure 4 shows all condition means.

A within-subject TDS (2) � Position (4) ANOVA
revealed main effects of TDS, F(1, 21) ¼ 45.87 p < .001,
hp

2¼ .69, and of Position, F(3, 63) ¼ 10.59 p < .001,
hp

2 ¼ .34.
There was no interaction between TDS and Position,

F (3, 63) < 1. Post hoc comparisons showed that the
effect of position was due to significantly better perfor-
mance for positions including the last tone (i.e., 2 & 4
vs. 1 & 2, 3 & 4 vs. 2 & 3, and 2 & 4 vs. 2 & 3), t(21) <
�3.3, p < .001, but no significant differences otherwise,
|t(21)| > 2.80, p > .01 (acrit ¼ .0083).

DISCUSSION

This experiment demonstrated the important role of the
timbral dissimilarity of swapped items (TDS). As
a memory similarity effect, this finding may be consid-
ered to parallel the phonological similarity effect for
verbal material in serial recognition (Nimmo & Roo-
denrys, 2005): highly dissimilar swaps yield better rec-
ognition performance than similar ones. Similarity
factors have similarly been proven to be crucial for non-
verbal auditory, as well as visual, short-term memory
(e.g., Kahana & Sekuler, 2002; Visscher et al., 2007).
In order to satisfactorily describe response choices,
however, these studies were also required to consider
an additional property of the presented memory
sequences, namely their heterogeneity (i.e., the average
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bars: 95% CI.
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dissimilarity between all items of a sequence). In a final
experiment, we therefore explored the potential role of
heterogeneity in our current timbre sequence recogni-
tion scenario. This also allowed us to reassess the
robustness of the effect of TDS.

The experiment further demonstrated a main effect of
serial position of swap, which was due to increased per-
formance for sequences with swaps occurring at final
positions (2 & 4, 3 & 4), indexing a recency effect in
serial recognition of timbre. We note that the 2 & 4
condition in this experiment was equivalent to the
swaps from Experiments 1 and 2, thus providing some
perspective on these previous choices. From a formal
standpoint, it could be argued that the constancy of the
position of the swap in Experiments 1 and 2 could have
allowed participants to optimize their strategy by only
focusing on the two relevant positions (once they would
have noticed this circumstance over the course of the
experiment). Yet, a comparison with the data from
Experiment 3, where swaps were equally distributed,
renders this stance implausible. In fact, there were no
significant differences between scores from the 2 & 4
condition in Experiment 3 (M ¼ .90) and the corre-
sponding condition with constant pitch and sequence
length 4 from Experiment 2 (M ¼ .88), two-sample
t(42) ¼ �0.75, p ¼ .46. Mean scores of the correspond-
ing condition from Experiment 1 (M ¼ .83) were even
significantly smaller compared to the mean of the swap
position 2 & 4 in Experiment 3, t(50) ¼ 2.85, p ¼ .006,
which speaks against any marked optimization of
response strategies for the constant positions of swaps
in Experiments 1 and 2. This stance is further supported
by the strong effect of length in both experiments,
which is equally unlikely in conjunction with partici-
pants’ attention distributed selectively to only one or
two serial positions.

Experiment 4: Similarity and Heterogeneity

This experiment studied the role of sequence heteroge-
neity (HTG) and timbral dissimilarity of swapped items
(TDS) in a 2 � 2 factorial design. We expected higher
scores for high TDS trials and lower scores for high
HTG trials (Visscher et al., 2007).

METHOD

Participants. Twenty-six normal-hearing musicians
(11 female) with an average age of 23 years (SD ¼ 3.1,
range: 19–28) participated. They had received an average
of 14 (SD ¼ 3.8) years of instrumental training and
4 (SD ¼ 3.4) years of formal music-theoretical instruc-
tion including ear training. None of the participants had
participated in any of the previous experiments. As in
Experiments 2 and 3, we ran this experiment with 22
participants initially. Because we observed that there were
several chance performers (see Results below), we
decided to add a few more participants (ca. 25%) in order
to further stabilize the experimental results.

Stimuli. The interest in this experiment was to inde-
pendently manipulate the two factors of timbral dissim-
ilarity of swap (TDS) and timbral heterogeneity (HTG),
each with two levels. Because both variables are corre-
lated (e.g., an increase in TDS implies an increase in
HTG), sequences had to be selected carefully in order
to guarantee an independent factor design. Figure 5A
graphs TDS and HTG values of all possible four-item
sequences based on the eight sounds in use. It also
shows the 12 sequences per condition that were selected
for the current experiment. Low TDS sequences ranged
between 3.2 and 4.0 dissimilarity units, high TDS
sequences between 4.8 and 5.9. Low HTG sequences
ranged between 4.0 and 4.9 units, high HTG from 6.1
to 6.8. None of the TDS and HTG distributions from the
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sub-conditions (e.g., TDS-low x HTG-low) differed sig-
nificantly on their corresponding factors (i.e., TDS did
not differ for TDS-low x HTG-low as compared to
TDS-low x HTG-high), as indicated by two-sample
t-tests, all p > .45. We used the swap position 2 & 3, and
the pair to be swapped occurred in both orders as part of
standard sequences (i.e., ABCD and ACBD). All
sequences were presented both with identical and non-
identical comparison sequences. This yielded 12
(sequences) � 2 (low and high TDS) � 2 (low and high
HTG) � 2 (order of pair) � 2 (same/different) ¼ 192
trials overall.

Procedure and design. The order of trials was fully
randomized in two experimental blocks of around 20
min duration each. Otherwise, the procedure was iden-
tical to that of Experiments 1–3.

RESULTS

Both factors generated rather small differences in per-
formance. Performance was worse for low TDS (M ¼
.77) compared to high TDS (M ¼ .81), as expected.
Scores were higher in the low HTG condition (M ¼
.81) compared to the high HTG condition (M ¼ .78),
respectively. Figure 5B depicts the results.

A repeated-measures TDS (2) � HTG (2) ANOVA
indicated that scores were affected by TDS, F(1, 25) ¼
8.64, p < .007, hp

2 ¼ .26, but only marginally by HTG,
F(1, 25) ¼ 4.08, p ¼ .05, hp

2 ¼ .14, with no interaction,
F(1, 25) < 1.

Note that an analysis of the dependent variable of
proportion of ‘‘same’’ responses (as considered in the
original homogeneity studies, cf., Kahana & Sekuler,
2002) did not yield different results for the HTG factor:
there was a significant effect of TDS, F(2, 50) ¼ 77.12,
p < .0001,hp

2 ¼ .75, but neither an effect of HTG,
F(1, 25) ¼ 0.10, p ¼ .75, nor an interaction, F(2, 50) ¼
1.78, p ¼ .17. Closer inspection of the data suggested
that the trend of HTG was likely driven by only a few
participants: the overall average performance of parti-
cipants was distributed bimodally, with mean scores
of M ¼ .64 (SD ¼ .06) for a low-performance group
of nine participants and M ¼ .88 (SD ¼ .05) in a high-
performance group, without overlap of distribution.
These groups differed significantly as indicated by
a two-sample t-test, t(24) ¼ 10.94, p < .0001. We did
not find biographical factors that accounted for this
gap. Specifically, three participants from the low-
performance group scored at around chance level in the
high HTG condition. After removal of these three parti-
cipants, the trend of HTG vanished, F(1, 22)¼ 0.90, p¼
.35, hp

2 ¼ .04, but the effect of TDS remained stable,
F(1, 22) ¼ 13.86, p ¼ .001, hp

2 ¼ .39.

DISCUSSION

This experiment confirmed the role of the timbral dis-
similarity of the swap (TDS) as an essential variable
allowing participants to distinguish between identical
and nonidentical trials. At the same time, the experi-
ment casts doubt on the relevance of sequence hetero-
geneity (HTG) in the current paradigm. HTG only
affected the performance of three out of 26 participants,
who generated the overall marginally significant effect
of HTG. After removal of these participants from the
analysis, however, HTG failed to affect performance sig-
nificantly. The next section analyses the role of TDS and
HTG in determining response choice in more detail.

Response Choice and Timbre Dissimilarity

In this last analysis, we reconsider the role of the timbral
distance of swap (TDS) and heterogeneity (HTG) across
all four experiments. The factorial designs of Experi-
ments 3 and 4 partitioned a wide range of continuously
distributed TDS and HTG values into two levels. Beyond
such coarse distinctions, however, there could also be
more fine-grained effects, which we attempt to explore
here. Instead of analyzing recognition accuracy via the
ROC area that requires an accumulation of responses
from several identical and non-identical trials, we now
consider response choice; that is, the proportion of
‘‘same’’ responses as the dependent variable of interest.
As in other studies of recognition memory (e.g., Visscher
et al., 2007), this allows us to analyze the relation of
response choices and similarity on a per-trial basis.

Specifically, we only considered four-item sequences
at constant pitch for Experiments 1 and 2, and used all
trials from Experiments 3 and 4. In order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of the choice data with regards to
the factor of interest, i.e., similarity, we averaged data
over all identical TDS � HTG conditions, such that
there are no two data points that have identical (TDS,
HTG) pairs (models for Experiments 1–4 contained 29,
19, 72, 84 points, respectively).

Table 1 shows the estimated regression coefficients for
all four experiments. All experiments achieve a good fit
with roughly 90% explained variance in the choice data.
However, only in Experiment 3 is there a significant
contribution from HTG, and in Experiment 1 there only
is a marginally significant impact. In Experiments 2 and
4, however, HTG does not make a significant contribu-
tion to the regression. At the same time, absolute values
of standardized � coefficients are roughly an order of
magnitude lower for HTG compared to TDS, again
reflecting its significantly inferior predictive power. Fig-
ure 6 shows the corresponding scatter plots of response
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choice and both variables (top and middle row) as well
as their best linear combination (bottom row). Again, it
is hard to visually recognize any consistent trends based
on HTG.

Even more important is the fact that stepwise mul-
tiple regression did not enter HTG into the model for
any of the data from the four experiments (the devia-
tions of the resulting parameter estimates are only

marginal as compared to those listed in Table 1 and
are thus omitted for the sake of brevity). The R2

value in these univariate models is .89 for Experi-
ments 2, 3, and 4, and .91 for Experiment 1, i.e., not
more than 1% below the proportion of variances
explained by the full models as listed in Table 1.
A parsimonious account of response behavior thus
does not require HTG.
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FIGURE 6. Experiments 1—4: Timbral dissimilarity of swap (TDS, top row), heterogeneity (HTG, middle row), and their linear combination (TDSþHTG,

bottom row) as predictors of response choice (probability of “same”).

TABLE 1. Multiple Linear Regression Results for Experiments 1—4 with Timbral Dissimilarity of Swap (TDS) and Heterogeneity (HTG) as
Independent Variables

Variable B SE B b p

Experiment 1 Intcpt. .486 .108 1.86 < .0001
(R2 ¼ .92) TDS �.079 .005 �.953 < .0001
n ¼ 60 HTG .037 .018 .010 .058
Experiment 2 Intcpt. .140 .468 0.425 .769
(R2 ¼.90) TDS �.092 .008 �.940 < .0001
n ¼ 22 HTG .092 .080 .091 .262
Experiment 3 Intcpt. .431 .117 1.413 < .0001
(R2 ¼.90) TDS �.095 .004 �.958 < .0001
n ¼ 22 HTG .055 .021 .100 .009
Experiment 4 Intcpt. .729 .058 3.011 < .0001
(R2 ¼.89) TDS �.101 .004 �.940 < .0001
n ¼ 26 HTG .005 .009 .020 .585

Note: For all four experiments, response choice probability acts as dependent variable. Leftmost column: proportion of variance explained and number of participants.
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General Discussion

The current series of experiments provides a compre-
hensive picture of short-term recognition of musical
timbre sequences. Four experiments explored how the
cognitive sequencing of timbre is affected by music
training (Experiment 1), concurrent pitch variability
(Experiments 1 & 2), and similarity (Experiments 3 &
4). It was shown that musicians exhibited slightly better
performance, but mainly outperformed nonmusicians
for concurrent variability in pitch. It was further shown
that the timbral dissimilarity of the swapped sounds
predicted a large majority of response choices across all
four experiments.

The results regarding the differences across the
groups of musicians and nonmusicians contribute to
a diverse set of findings in the literature. In timbre
dissimilarity, no consistent differences in the ratings of
musicians and nonmusicians have been found (Lakatos,
2000; McAdams et al., 1995). Using an interpolated tone
task, Starr and Pitt (1997) neither observed an effect of
interference of pitch nor an effect of music training in
STM for timbre. This stands in contrast to discrimina-
tion tasks (Chartrand & Belin, 2006) and enhanced
neurophysiological responses of musicians (Pantev
et al., 2001; Shahin et al., 2008; Strait et al., 2012). Fur-
thermore, a recent study observed a clear advantage for
musicians in an item recognition task (Siedenburg &
McAdams, 2017b) with recorded sounds from acoustic
instruments. The present data do not show reliable dif-
ferences between musicians and nonmusicians when
pitch is constant. Differences between musicians’ and
nonmusicians’ timbre processing may thus be subtle
and highly task-dependent. A role could also be played
by the stimuli used, which were quite different from the
timbres (mostly originating from acoustic instruments)
that musicians typically deal with on a daily basis. The
demonstration of impaired timbre recognition for
variable-pitch sequences in Experiment 2 adds another
aspect to this issue, because it shows that musicians’
memory fidelity can also be impaired by the presence
of concurrent pitch patterns that evolve over time.

The presented similarity effects extend results from
Starr and Pitt (1997) and Visscher et al. (2007) to serial
recognition. In short, our observations imply that sim-
ilarity relations play an integral role in STM for timbre.
A correlation analysis of trial-wise data from all experi-
ments showed that TDS, the timbral dissimilarity of
swapped items, is a good predictor of response choice
in serial recognition. This single variable predicted the
greatest portion of variance of response choices
throughout all four experiments. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first study on auditory STM that
has introduced a parsimonious and parametric notion
of similarity for serial recognition.

Moreover, we tested the homogeneity-computation
hypothesis (Viswanathan et al., 2010), which suggests
that short-term recognition memory for multiple stim-
uli is affected by the items’ mutual similarity. In the
current data, we could not observe any strong effect of
homo/heterogeneity. There could be a multitude of fac-
tors that explain why studies starting with Kahana and
Sekuler (2002) have demonstrated strong effects of
homogeneity in visual and auditory STM, and why this
does not extend to the current scenario (cf., Nosofsky,
Little, Donkin, & Fific, 2011). Among these factors
could be differences in the employed tasks, because
serial recognition probes memory for serial order and
not item identity as is the case in item recognition. It has
been argued that both types of memory signals rely on
different mnemonic mechanisms (Henson, Hartley,
Burgess, Hitch, & Flude, 2003), which could constrain
the utility of sequence heterogeneity to the item identity
case. Yet, given the insignificant role of HTG in a recent
experiment using an item identity task (Siedenburg &
McAdams, 2017b), task differences are unlikely to be
the only factor at play. Another aspect concerns the
confusability of items that are used in typical heteroge-
neity studies, such as Gabor patches in vision or moving
ripples in audition (cf. Visscher et al., 2007). Here, we
used clearly distinguishable sounds with timbres that
varied on multiple perceptual dimensions (as opposed
to a single one). This distinctiveness, which would set
apart sounds, might be a case in which homogeneity
does not become relevant.

The TDS variable also enables us to conceptualize the
matching process for timbre sequences. There are two
potential strategies that can be distinguished. On the
one hand, there may be a strategy to match complete,
integrated sequences as Gestalts. On the other hand,
participants could also match sequences using an
item-by-item strategy. In the current experiments,
response choices could be well predicted by the summed
item-by-item dissimilarities (which are all zero apart
from the two items that were swapped, i.e., yielding
TDS). However, this variable could equally be a strong
correlate of any integrated, sequence-wise distance mea-
sure, and we cannot therefore distinguish between these
two hypotheses at present. Listening strategies could
have depended on characteristics of the listeners (e.g.,
music training) as well as the experimental situation
(e.g., the presence or absence of pitch variability).

In particular, a solely item-wise strategy cannot
explain the effect of pitch variability for nonmusicians
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(Experiment 1), because the pitch templates were con-
stant across standard and comparison sequences, and
therefore there was no item-wise difference in pitch
that could have hampered the computation of timbral
difference. For nonmusicians, it thus seems plausible to
posit a sequence-wise discrimination process with
cross-channel interference from pitch to timbre (Mel-
ara & Marks, 1990). In the variable-pitch condition of
Experiment 1, the (match) result of the pitch-sequence
discrimination then impairs the discrimination in the
target attribute (timbre). To the contrary, the results
obtained for musicians may be better explained by
item-wise strategies, which, particularly in the
variable-pitch condition, may have better allowed tim-
bre to be isolated from pitch on a local level (what
Jones & Boltz, 1989, called ‘‘analytic attending’’). Musi-
cians’ performance may not have differed between
constant and variable-pitch conditions in Experiment
1, because with an item-wise strategy, the lack of item-
wise pitch differences did not impair the computation
of timbral difference. In Experiment 2, the item-wise
differences in pitch could have interfered with item-
wise matching of timbre (because here pitch patterns
differed across standard and comparison sequences).
Needless to say, further experimentation is required
to develop and scrutinize this hypothesis about the
matching process’s dependency on experimental sce-
nario and musical expertise.

Overall, our findings resonate with what Sekuler and
Kahana (2007) have dubbed the ‘‘stimulus-oriented
approach to memory’’ that emphasizes the interrelated-
ness of sensory representation and short-term recogni-
tion. As the authors note, ‘‘But when memory models
fail to link their stimulus representations to measures of
perceptual similarity, they needlessly limit their ability
to account for a variety of important phenomena’’
(p. 305). Together with the current results, considera-
tions such as these imply that it would be hazardous to
neglect similarity relations in future studies on short-
term recognition of timbre, even if the employed stimuli
are easily discriminable. On the contrary, if perceptual
similarity is part of the experimental design, similar
effects emerge across domains as diverse as musical
timbre, musical pitch (Williamson, Baddeley, & Hitch,
2010), words and non-words (Nimmo & Roodenrys,
2005), and even auditory ripple noise and visual Gabor
patches (Visscher et al., 2007).

Regarding the three variables of interest, pitch vari-
ability, music training, and perceptual similarity, our
results can thus be seen as natural extensions of find-
ings from work on perceptual processing. This charac-
terization favors the view of short-term memory not as

a dedicated neural system (Baddeley, 2003), but as an
active, top-down-type of trace maintenance that is
based on sensory recruitment, i.e., the dedication of
attention to sensory representations (D’Esposito &
Postle, 2015). Expressed in other words, our results
point towards a sensory-cognitive continuum (cf.
Collins, Tillmann, Barrett, Delbé, & Janata, 2014), in
which the faculty of memory for timbre naturally
grows on the basis and the properties of sensory rep-
resentation, rather than being one of many separate
‘‘cognitive shoe-boxes’’ for the retention of modality-
specific information.

It is curious to note that our results regarding pitch
variability constitute an interesting analogy to practices
in 20th century music composition. In fact, many com-
posers who wished to draw their listeners’ attention
towards timbral structures often drastically reduced
concurrent complexity in pitch. Classical examples
include Schoenberg’s archetypal Klangfarbenmelodie,
Five pieces for orchestra, Op. 16, No. 3 (‘‘Farben’’), as
well as works by Giacinto Scelsi, Tristan Murail’s Mém-
oire/Erosion, and many others (cf. Erickson, 1975;
Murail, 2005). One can also observe that the focus
on sound qualities in popular music has led to pitch
structures that, at times, almost constitute a diminutive
feature (see, e.g., Osborn, 2016, for examples from the
rock group Radiohead). In this study, we touched on
potential cognitive undercurrents of this facet of com-
position practice: we observed that when complex
sound structures exhibit variability in pitch, nonmusi-
cians and musicians (albeit to a lesser extent) have
difficulties tracking timbral changes over time. In this
sense, the musical discourse is limited by cognitive
constraints, because listeners are not able to recognize
arbitrarily subtle or complex configurations of audi-
tory attributes. The discussed role of timbral dissimi-
larity further indicates that timbral possibilities can be
(and likely are) used strategically by composers and
music producers, following the basic principle that
perceptually similar timbral changes are difficult to
track in memory. Expressed in other words, timbral
diversity may be a good predictor of how well sounds’
timbral structures can be recognized by listeners and
ultimately contribute to the experience of musical
form.
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